Emotion regulation mediates socio-cognitive functions and is essential for interactions with others.
stimuli. The prefrontal cortex has been found to play a primary role in mediating or withholding responses (Liddle, Kiehl, & Smith, 2001 ; see review in Chikazoe, 2010) , and lesion studies have demonstrated the right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) to be critical to the ability to inhibit (e.g., Aron, Fletcher, Bullmore, Sahakian, & Robbins, 2003) . The role of the IFG in inhibition has been demonstrated in fMRI studies but with variable evidence in terms of its lateralization (e.g., Aron, Behrens, Smith, Frank, & Poldrack, 2007; Bunge, Dudukovic, Thomason, Vaidya, & Gabrieli, 2002; Rubia et al., 2001 Rubia et al., , 2003 . This may be due to the left IFG being implicated in controlling the impact on cognitive performance and the right IFG in emotional control (Dolcos, Kragel, Wang, & McCarthy, 2006) . Patterson et al. (2016) showed exposure to negative emotions disrupted inhibition processes, associated with bilateral reduction in the fMRI signal in IFG regions, interpreted as interfering with the inhibitory control of the IFG.
The orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) has been identified as having an important role in the emotional regulation of cognitive control, used to guide reciprocal reactions or regulate inhibition in the face of emotional stimuli (for review, see Nelson & Guyer, 2011; Shoenbaum et al., 2009; Goldstein et al., 2007; Todd, Lee, Evans, Lewis, & Taylor, 2012) . The orbital frontal gyri (OFG) also play a key role in automatic emotion regulation, or cognitive control of distracting emotional stimuli, particularly the lateral aspects (see Mauss et al., 2007 for a review); greater lateral OFC activity was seen with negative scenarios (Gillath, Bunge, Shaver, Wendelken, & Mikulincer, 2005) .
Emotional faces are our most salient social cues and processing facial emotions provides a foundation for the ability to intuit another's mental state successfully. Studies have identified a varied network that underlies the capacity to identify emotions quickly and effectively, with different regional activations for different emotions and contexts (Devinsky, Morrell, & Vogt, 1995; Fusar-Poli et al., 2009; Kesler-West et al., 2001) . Emotional faces are also salient distractors and impact performance during tasks that require cognitive processes (see Iordan et al., 2013 , for a review).
The relevance of precise temporal resolution to investigate the neural correlates of emotional inhibition or emotion regulation have been demonstrated using EEG/ERPs that share a similar time resolution to magnetoencephalography (MEG) but with poorer spatial resolution.
ERP studies have focussed mainly on the development of emotion regulation (e.g., Lamm & Lewis, 2010; Lewis, Lamm, Segalowitz, Stieben, & Zelazo, 2006; Todd, Lewis, Meusel, & Zelazo, 2008) with right frontal activity observed even in young children in emotional inhibition tasks.
In studies with adults, the N2 and P3 are typically investigated and show greater fronto-central activity to inhibition in positive than negative contexts (e.g., Albert, L opez-Martín, & Carreti e, 2010) .
MEG is a neuroimaging modality that offers good resolution measures of the spatial and high resolution of temporal dynamics of functional brain processes (Hari & Salmelin, 2012) . Studies have used Go/ No-go tasks with MEG and showed that both left and right IFG are involved in inhibition, with a slightly earlier activation in the right (at 230 ms) than left IFG (at 260 ms), as well as an overall right hemisphere activation dominance associated with inhibition (Vara, Pang, Vidal, Anagnostou, & Taylor, 2014; Vidal, Mills, Pang, & Taylor, 2012) . However, to the best of our knowledge, no study has investigated the impact of emotional context on inhibition-related brain processes in adults, despite its importance in the understanding of automatic emotion regulation mechanisms in the human brain.
As reviewed above, several studies explored response inhibition and emotion regulation mechanisms, many using fMRI or ERPs, which provide spatial or temporal information on brain processes, respectively. Prior studies have typically compared Go and No-go responses to assess inhibition related brain activity, confounding inhibition with speeded motor responses (see Vidal et al., 2012 , for a discussion regarding these aspects). Furthermore, given the rapidity of inhibitory responses, having neuroimaging that provides millisecond time resolution, such as MEG, will better elucidate the brain-behavior relations involved in inhibition and emotion regulation processes. Despite the methodological advantages, MEG has been relatively under-utilized in research on complex cognitive tasks. Here using MEG, we were able to determine regional activations and their time courses associated with the interaction of inhibition and emotion processing. Neural activation, within the context of this paper, refers to time periods where the source-localized magnetic signal fluctuates with task demands, such that across trials a particular fluctuation is temporally coincident in time and space, such that an evoked response is generated.
We optimized a Go/No-go task for MEG to determine how the incidental or distracting exposure to emotional faces impacts one's ability to inhibit behavioral responses. We expected to see the classic IFG activation with the inhibition task; as well, our main hypothesis was that we would also find activation in regions including the OFG in the inhibition condition, due to the presence of emotional faces, requiring automatic emotion regulation. Furthermore, we expected greater activation in the presence of the angry faces (Albert et al., 2010; Gillath et al., 2005) .
| M ET HOD S

| Participants
Forty healthy adults (20 females), age range 21-39, mean 5 27.5 6 5.2 years, participated in this study. All were screened for history of neurological or developmental disorders and standard contraindications for MRI and MEG. All subjects had normal or corrected to normal vision. This study was completed at the Hospital for Sick Children (Toronto, Canada) with approval from the institutional Research Ethics Board, and informed written consent was obtained from all subjects. Prior to entering the MEG, participants were given instructions regarding the task and practiced it until they felt comfortable. Testing was completed within a magnetically shielded room, with subjects supine on the MEG bed.
| MEG task
An emotional Go/No-go task (see Figure 1 ) was presented to all participants in the MEG scanner. During the task, participants saw a randomized series of emotional (happy or angry) face stimuli (which included 52 [26 female] different individuals; happy and angry faces were used from the 52 individuals). The faces were a subset from the NimStim Set of Facial Expressions (http://www.macbrain.org/resources.htm; Tottenham et al., 2009 ) and only images that were correctly classified as happy or angry with 80% accuracy or higher were selected. Each image (7.4 3 9 cm) had either a purple or a blue 1 cm border, with stimuli appearing consecutively on the screen (Figure 1 ). Participants were instructed to ignore the faces, and to press a button with their right thumb as rapidly as possible each time they saw their target color (Go stimuli), while responses to No-go stimuli were to be withheld. All responses were to be made as quickly as possible. Participants were told their target color before data acquisition commenced; this was counterbalanced across subjects. The stimuli were presented at 80 cm from the participants' eyes, with a visual angle of 5.5 3 7.68, at a luminance of 65 Lux.
The task was run with two conditions in counter-balanced order.
One condition had 75% Go trials (the inhibition condition), which created a strong prepotent tendency to respond that was difficult to inhibit; the other had 25% Go trials (the vigilance condition) where inhibition was not needed to do the task. Each condition continued until 80 correct No-go trials were completed. Any response within the first 100 ms post-stimulus was considered anticipation and discarded. The paradigm was designed to maintain a steady error rate (95% for Go trials, 80% for No-go trials), with stimulus duration and ISI adjusted in real time. These values were adjusted on the basis of both global Go and No-go accuracies-calculated from the start of the run-and local accuracies-calculated from the last 5 trials of each type. Stimulus duration started at 400 ms and adjusted between 300 and 500 ms accordingly. ISI varied between 650 and 900 ms. In total, the inhibition condition lasted approximately 10 min, and the vigilance condition took approximately 2 min to complete. 
| Behavioral measures
At the behavioral level, accuracy scores (percentage of correct responses) were calculated both for the no-go (no button press) and the go (button press) trials in both emotion conditions. Reaction times (RTs) were obtained for the go trials. To ensure adequate quality of behavioral results for the no-go trials prior to source analysis, all participants performed above chance, meaning that the percentage of HITS (accuracy) was always higher than 50% and more than 10% higher than the percentage of false alarms (FAs; the opposite of the intended action, for example, a button press to no-go stimuli) across tasks (Inhibition and Vigilance) and the emotional context (Happy and Angry faces). Performance measures were submitted to repeated measures ANOVA (performed using Statistica version 7.0; Statsoft Inc., Tulsa, USA) with condition (inhibition vs. vigilance) and emotion (happy vs.
angry) as within-subject factors.
| MEG analyses
Only correct No-go trials from the two conditions (i.e., correct inhibition and vigilance trials, with no motor response) were used in the MEG analyses, to avoid the confound of motor response activity in the Go trials, if they were contrasted with the No-go trials. Subsequent pre-processing and functional analysis steps were performed using SPM 12 (Wellcome Trust Centre of Neuroimaging, London: http:// www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm, version 6225) in MATLAB R2015a (MathWorks, Sherborn, MA); the complete analysis scripts can be found at https://github.com/hscmeg/meg-spm-pipeline.git.
FIG URE 1
An example of the Inhibition condition, that had 75% Go trials and 25% No-go trials. Subjects responded as quickly as possible to the Go trials, in this example, identified by the blue frames, and withheld responding to the non-target stimuli (identified by the purple frame). In the Vigilance condition, there were only 25% Go trials, and thus the prepotent tendency to respond was not established. The Happy and Angry faces were incidental to the task TAYLOR ET AL.
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Data for each participant were time-locked to the stimulus onset.
Baseline-corrected epochs associated with correct No-go trials were extracted from 2200 ms pre-stimulus to 600 ms post-stimulus. Data were screened for head motion using the SPM megheadloc function, removing any epochs with motion greater than 5 mm or when intertrial movement was >10 mm; ocular and muscle artefacts were identified and subtracted from trials on a subject-by-subject basis using ICA (Independent Component Analysis) in FieldTrip, version 2015-03-06 (Oostenveld, Fries, Maris, & Schoffelen, 2011) . ICA decomposition was performed simultaneously across all conditions and all subjects as recommended in the literature (Kovacevic & McIntosh, 2007) . Components representing ocular and muscle artefacts were identified by examining component spatial topography maps and time-course plots.
A conservative approach was adopted, and components which did not clearly resolve to ocular or heartbeat artefacts were included in subsequent analyses. A maximum of four components per participant were removed. Epochs where MEG sensor signal exceeded 2000fT were also rejected.
Functional images of whole-head activity were generated for happy and angry No-go trials in inhibition and vigilance conditions by applying vector (empirical Bayesian) beamformer (see Belardinelli, Ortiz, Barnes, Noppeney, & Preissl, 2012 ) weights on 100 ms sliding time windows (e.g., 100-200, 150-250) with 25 ms overlap for the epoch of interest (50-500 ms). Weights were determined using a forward field (a model of the fields measured in response to a unit current within known location/orientation) and an estimated channel-level covariance matrix (Litvak et al., 2011) . Beamforming uses spatial filtering with MEG inverse source modeling and relies on a minimization of total brain power and constrains the gain in the voxel of interest, resulting in suppression of background noise . A single shell head model (Nolte, 2003) fitted to the inner skull surface derived from each subject's MRI was used to compute the head model. SPM functions utilized to complete the above steps included head model specification and source inversion. The frequency window of interest in the inversion parameters was 0 to 48 Hz; all other default settings were employed. The resultant individual contrast images for all conditions were smoothed using a Gaussian kernel of 12 mm full-width at half maximum, and entered in a factorial design (Penny et al., 2003) .
A series of image contrasts using t-statistics [SPM(T)] were completed to contrast the two within-subject factors of Task (Inhibition vs. (Wens et al., 2015) . This technique is relatively analogous to the random field theory approach applied in SPM (Kilner et al., 2005; Litvak et al., 2011) , where the number of independent voxels is estimated from the smoothness of the images, and adapted for MEG . The smoothness of the source activity is controlled by the forward model and the number of spatial degrees of freedom estimated as the rank of the lead field matrix (Wens et al., 2015) . The correction corresponds to the significance level p < .002 (see Tables 1-3 in bold).
Our significant thresholded p values are listed below, as p corr < .05.
To illustrate the spatial-temporal dynamics of the brain regions involved in inhibition and emotion, time courses were re-constructed using the SPM inv_extract function which exports source activity using the MAP projector at voxel locations identified as significant from the image contrasts. Figure   3b ; Table 2 ).
| MEG results
| Main effect of inhibition
| Interaction effect of emotion on inhibition
The main purpose of this study was to determine the effects of emotion on inhibition, through contrasts of the emotions in both directions 
| D I SCUSSION
With MEG we determined the spatial-temporal pattern of neural processes in adults underlying automatic emotion regulation using a Go/ No-go task. The task included both an inhibition and a vigilance condition that used the same target stimuli, such that we could contrast Nogo trials thus removing confounds that occur on Go trials that require a speeded motor response, compared to No-go trials which do not.
Behavioral results showed a significant interaction between emotion and task conditions, with participants showing better performance when withholding a response in the context of angry compared to happy faces. Increased accuracy in response to negative emotions is congruent with previous studies: Hare, Tottenham, Davidson, Glover, and Casey, (2005) observed slower responses when subjects were presented with negative facial expressions and reduced performance accuracy to positive No-go facial stimuli. Thus, withholding a response may be more automatic, requiring even fewer attentional resources, in response to an angry face (i.e., not pressing a button to a non-target), whereas we may be more likely to approach a happy face (i.e., press a button to a non-target). ing results due to activations from motor activity in the inhibition condition, a vigilance condition was included in the current study design.
Prior MEG studies investigating inhibition-related brain processes (without emotional context) and contrasting trials without a motor response but with or without inhibition, also showed initial right IFG followed by later left IFG activation (Vara et al., 2014; Vidal et al., 2012) .
However, more rapid activation of the right IFG was observed in the current study (200 ms) compared to classic inhibition tasks without emotional stimuli (where activity peaks at 230 ms) likely due to the emotional stimuli. The presence of emotional faces increases salience, which in turn increases speed of processing (e.g., Pourtois, Grandjean, Sander, & Vuilleumier, 2004; Taylor, Batty, & Itier, 2004) . The right IFG has been well established as having a major role in inhibition; this study has provided additional information regarding the temporal pattern and the impact of emotional stimuli. The prolonged activation (200-450 ms) is also distinct from the non-emotional inhibition tasks where the significant increase in activation is <100 ms in duration, suggesting that inhibition in a neutral context is less demanding; that is, more sustained inhibition is needed in an emotional context.
The vigilance condition also permitted analysis of the effect of emotion effects independent of inhibition related brain processes; these analyses showed early increased activation to happy faces in visual areas including the right fusiform and the right lingual gyri. The right fusiform is well known to have a key role in facial recognition (McCarthy et al., 1997; Allison, Puce, Spencer, & McCarthy, 1999; Puce, Allison, Asgari, Gore, & McCarthy, 1996) . The lingual gyrus has also been reported to be more active when participants viewed emotional compared to neutral images (Kehoe, Toomey, Balsters, & Bokde, 2012) , although neutral faces are not in fact neutral and are not a good baseline (Kouptsova, Leung, & Taylor, 2017; Carvajal et al., 2013) processing. For instance, Blair, Morris, Frith, Perrett, and Dolan, (1999) reported increased OFG activation to increasing intensity of angry emotional expressions, and Golkar et al. (2012) showed OFG activation when participants were required to make decisions that involved negative emotions. While previous fMRI studies have shown activations in the IFG and OFG using response inhibition and face processing tasks, here we are able to identify the temporal dynamics involved when a task requires withholding a response in the presence of a distracting emotional face. The OFG has been identified as having a role in mediating responses in the context of emotional faces (Todd et al., 2012; Shafritz et al., 2006) , and the increased activation seen in the OFG in this contrast is consistent with greater automatic emotion regulation being required in the context of an angry face.
Moreover, in the same contrast, the temporal poles showed activation from 250 to 400 ms; these are connected extensively to the OFG and are considered part of the basolateral division of the limbic system (e.g., Heimer & Van Hoesen, 2006) , which is critical to emotional processes. The right TP has been implicated in face processing, with rightlateralized face-related ERPs noted at 350 ms in the ventral TP (Allison et al., 1999) , reported to be key for emotion recognition (Hsieh, Hornberger, Piguet, & Hodges, 2012) but the left TP also showed increased activation to emotional compared to neutral faces (Kim et al., 2005 ). In Overall, we found a pattern of right hemisphere dominance for emotional regulation processes. Right OFG activity is consistent with previous findings that have shown increased signal in right frontal regions in response to negative affect (Rubia et al, 2001 ) and both left and right OFG areas to emotional verbal stimuli (Todd et al., 2014) . Our results align with studies suggesting mediation of behavioral inhibition in a negative affect context occurs in the right frontal regions (e.g., Levens & Phelps, 2010; Simon-Thomas, Role, & Knight, 2005) . We observed right IFG activity when response inhibition was required, while activation in the OFG, which plays a role in emotional regulation and thus the capacity to inhibit, was also right dominant, further buttressing this model.
Although we did not manipulate saliency, emotional faces are salient stimuli and may also activate the saliency network. Key nodes of the saliency network are in the insulae, which are medial to the OFG. It is possible that some of the effects were from the insulae, but we as did not see significant activity in the insulae, which can be resolved readily with MEG (see Bayle & Taylor, 2010 , for instance), we suggest that there was not differential saliency activity as a function of the two emotions. We also need to specify the limits of our spatialtemporal metrics: we used sliding 100 ms windows, such that although we could measure to 25 ms for significant activation onsets or offsets, the most conservative limits would be 100 ms. The spatial sensitivity of MEG is typically estimated at 5 mm; given that we tested cooperative adults, this estimate would be valid for this study.
In conclusion, this study determined the pattern of neural activation in an emotional inhibition task requiring automatic emotion regula- 
